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INTRODUCTION

During the 60’s decade in the United States of America, the lawyer Luis Kutner proposed the protection of the individual death right through the adoption of what it was called the living will. He believed in this document to solve conflicts between physicians and family members regarding care provided to a terminally ill patient¹⁻³.

The living will was the precursor of the tool known nowadays as the Advances Directives of Will (ADW). The ADW is a documental registry in which the individual manifests the procedures that he or she would want to be submitted or not, in certain circumstances, exposing their positions about future procedures¹⁻⁴. In this document, the author can leave explicit his wishes in case of incapability to verbally
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manifest them as a result of a future disease condition, therefore exercising autonomy\textsuperscript{(5)}.

Although its use is regulated in Brazil under the Resolution 1.995/2012 of the Medicine Federal Council (CFM) since 2012, the ADW are still little known by health professionals nowadays. Such lack of knowledge can create uncertainties among workers in case they face this document at some moment in their work routine; which, can create conflict with institutionalized technical knowledge\textsuperscript{(4,6)}.

The little familiarity with ADW can be in part a reflex of the paternalistic posture, which normally excludes the patient from the decision making referring to treatments that will be used\textsuperscript{(5)}. Another remarkable aspect would be the difficulty of health professionals to deal with the death of patients under their care, once their academic training is still influenced by curable practices, for the lack of prepare in dealing with the terminality and, for the perception of death as a failure\textsuperscript{(6)}.

Beyond the assumption, it is important to note that, regardless of the Regulation of the CFM, the ADW still not have legal backing in Brazil\textsuperscript{(4,7)}, once the resolutions from the CFM guide only medical practices considering the wishes expressed by the patient about his care. Another fragility to consider is the existing gaps in the national literature about the ADW application and the challenges that can arise with its use, specially in the work routine of nurses.

Recognizing the complexity of the theme, we questioned: how do nurses perceive challenges referring to ADW, in case they are applied to their professional practice? Thus, our objective was to discuss challenges emerging from the use of ADW in ethical-legal and educational terms from the nurse's view. Although such challenges can be present in different work contexts, we chose one assistance scenario where terminal situations are common, in this case, the Intensive Care units and Medical Clinics.

**METHODS**

We conducted an exploratory qualitative study, using semi-structured interviews as the data collection instrument applied to 19 nurses, including residents, workers from the Intensive Care Unit and the Medical Clinic I and II of a University Hospital located in the South region of the country. We chose these hospital units because they are the ones dealing more with serious situations and/or terminality, where ADW can be used. We chose nurses as participants due to the importance to explore this theme specifically among them; as they are closer to the patient and their companions, and, they can face higher emotional distress caused by direct contact with the suffering of the other\textsuperscript{(8)}; besides the precariousness of studies about this theme with these professionals.

We submitted the study to the Ethics in Research with Human Beings Committee of Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (Protocol nº 1.353.986). It was approved, and we respected all ethical aspects foreseen in the Resolution 466/2012 of the National Health Council\textsuperscript{(9)}.

We used the snowball technique to invite participants to take part in the study. Initial participants indicated other participants, and so on until there was qualitative saturation of data\textsuperscript{(10)}. Three nurses refused to participate in the study. We conducted the interviews after participants read and agreed with the Free
and Informed Consent Term.

We conducted the data collection between January and March of 2016, and the interviews were conducted at their work place. We audio-recorded them, and after, we fully transcribed the content. To guarantee the anonymity of interviewed participants, the speeches were named using the letter “P” (professional), followed by the number of their interview’s sequence (P01, P02, successively).

We used the method Discursive Textual Analysis (DTA) composed of four focuses: breaking the texts or unifying process, emphasizing the main constituting elements, after careful reading; establishments of relations, consisting on the creation of categories; capturing the new emerging where the obtained comprehension is clear and, finally, the self-organized process, which tries to establish theoretical interlocutions and new comprehensions about the studied phenomenon until certain moment\(^\text{(11)}\).

We used the software Atlas ti to support the DTA steps, once the fragmentation processes and later unifying of data were compatible with the tools offered for this resource. Thus, we classified and grouped the data based on similarity, electing the analytical categories that would promote the capturing of a new emerging one; that is, comprehension obtained through the interpretation of the theme and, the creation of a meta-text, of possible criticisms and data validation, interpreting the meaning and relating them to the original corpus.

RESULTS

Most interviewed nurses were women; they had previous experience and more than one Graduate level course completed. Most referred to not know the ADW and their use in Brazil. Therefore, there was a need for previous explanation about the theme.

From the nurse’s speeches, it was possible to group the challenges represented by the ADW in two main categories, according to Chart 1 and 2: Legal challenges related to ADW adoption in Brazil and Educational and knowledge challenges related to the ADW adoption.

Chart 1: Summary of findings from category 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal challenges related to ADW adoption in Brazil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Although there are favorable manifestations regarding the importance to know the patient’s wish, professionals mentioned feeling the need to protect themselves from possible legal issues. The speeches demonstrate insecurity to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[...] you have your opinion there, the patient’s written wish, I think this is interesting until a certain point. This really has a certain influence, but in reality at the end, in a terminal situation, not having</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
follow the patient’s wish without having a low regulating ADW.

legal backing. Unfortunately, we would have to take legal measures and not only supported by his opinion. [...] to professionally defend the team as a whole and the hospital. It there was backing, the situation would be different [...] (P05).

[...] until you have law enforcement, maybe we will stay only on the guide, because it’s all right, you can even have an idea of what the patient wants or not, in a situation that you have to decide with urgency, maybe that will be the most decisive factor, but there is the legal issue. Then the professional, if the professional sees that there is a matter that needs intervention, the professional will intervene afraid that later will have a judicial issue (P07).

I think it’s complicated to not have a law, because where we live, everything is law, so if the family wants to take it to court that the patient was not assisted, was neglected, the team can respond for that because there is no law, so, from my perception, it would be very hard [...] For the professional, it does not give any safety, the professional feels sort of insecure to act as the patient wishes (P11).

**Chart 2:** Summary of findings from category 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational and knowledge challenges related to the ADW adoption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regardless of acknowledging that the law would be of great importance, few participants clarify that alone, it would be insufficient, and it would have the need to spread the ADW. In the professional context, it would be necessary to broaden the discussions about ethics and terminality in permanent educational actions, as well as, to deepen these discussions during training, fighting the technicist and paternalist I think that for the professional to take the best way would be the specialization courses, I think it would be something more instructive [...] for example, the Health Ministry does its booklets, guides, and it is something we read, it is reliable, we update ourselves every year, so I think that from the moment that we have more studies, and to be spread and discussed with professionals, maybe it is even more valid for us to digest this whole process, inserting it in our work culture instead of a law coming from the top to bottom, little discussed, being a normative [...] I see that we have many paths to get to this ideal point that is not only the law (P17).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During my training, I had as a whole one class about death, one morning and nothing else. I got to really know more during the residency [...] Who is daily at the unit is the nurse, we have to deal with this [...] It focuses too much on the procedure and nursing goes a lot beyond that (P13).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wanting it or not, we are still trained to re-establish people’s health. [...] To respect the person’s decision is very difficult. There is not one human inside this clinic that respects it agreeing; we respect it disagreeing. It is very sinister for you to leave with this ambiguity [...] We approach the terminality issue very poorly [...] when new people arrive, and they realize the number of people that die, they get horrified. Because it is not taught as a natural thing. As incredible as it seems, dying is natural (P15).

We have a very biomedical training, so we are used to intervening a lot in the patient, to check vital sign, to take curative measures, heroic measures. And a patient that you will care for his comfort, that you are not going to act a lot about the disease but only to the quality of life, we still find a lot of barriers among professionals (P18).

[...] Now I’m going to graduate school for transplantation and it was the first time that I really learned about how to deal with the family in that death process [...] we had to know how to approach, how the family members behave, what is grief, to try to understand that certain behaviors are expected (P19).

As it is possible to notice, the unawareness of the ADW and the lack of legal backing linked to the poor approach of terminality during academic training, traditionally connected to curing and technicality expose a complex and challenging reality experienced by nurses who work with patients experiencing dying/death process. This situation seems to create insecurity in these professionals, besides limiting the ADW function to simply additional information, without serious relevance to direct therapeutic measures.

**DISCUSSION**

The ADW has a great obstacle for its application: they are little known by nurses and other health professionals, highlighting the importance to broaden discussions about them\(^{(12)}\). The challenges that came in part represent something new in the assistance context in Brazil\(^{(13)}\), but is also refers to old limitations, regarding the contemporary western culture that puts life as something with absolute value\(^{(5)}\). It is also recognized a relative lack of interest from society when human terminalty, which end up reinforcing to see death as a failure or sinonim of indignity by the professionals\(^{(14)}\).

After clarifying about the ADW concepts, its applicatin and its current situation in Brazil, participants manifested a significat unsafety feeling due to the lack of legislation, besides feeling like confronting an ethical dilema when they analyse the adoption of ADW taking in consideration the Ethics Code of Nursing
Professionals.

In 2009, there was a trial to regulate the theme in Brazil, with the presentation of the law project nº 524/2009. However, it was filed because of the end of the legislative mandate in 2014\(^{15}\), in a way that the Resolution 1.995/2012 of the CFM stays alone as the document that has the ADW in the country\(^4\).

The difficulty to create laws capable of contemplating situations involving the autonomy of the terminality in such clear way is not a reality restricted to Brazil. Portugal and Spain have similar difficulties until this date, regardless of having the ADW regulamentation in their laws\(^{1-2}\). This turbulent context is explained by our cultural constitution, that influences different sectors of the society, including the legislative, which has as primary objective to protect life, making it difficult to create laws favoring the protagonism of individuals when facing the dying process. Besides the risk of having ambiguous and confusing laws, giving margin to many interpretations in a trial to favor this protagonism. Thus, the difficulty to articulate the life-freedom binomial and to establish when a value needs to be submitted to the other is not rare, specially when the State tends to have a paternalist posture\(^6\).

Thus, to deal with the authors of ADW that have therapeutic possibilities is particularly challenging, as the sense of responsibility and the emotional involvement with the clientele can create conflicts and even suffering when facing the request to limit the investiments asked by these authors\(^{10-21}\).

Although the results from our study showed that nurses feel insecure with the lack of laws regulating the ADW in Brazil, the current literature brings that the creation of laws does not soften challenges referring to this documentation, in virtue to the difficulty to favor the self-management of the patient during sickness and death\(^6\).

Professional training during undergraduate, in permanent educational activities or during graduate school, can help nurses to cope with terminality. Thus, the professional developement should continue permanently and independently to the creation of laws and resolutions, in a way to find viable solutions to challenges related to ADW. Similar to the legal backing, the knowledge is the indispensible base for the safe action of professionals in problematic situations. In this sense, many studies reveal the need for a better approach about the autonomy and terminality since academic training. The strong curative and technical appeal of this formation, in addition to insufficient prepare to cope with limits of the intervention, makes difficult to accept death and to create frustration feelings in health professionals\(^6,8,14,17-19\).

Despite recognizing that terminality is a little addressed theme during the academic training of health professionals in general, it is recognized that nurses compose one of the professional categories that act closer to the patient and their companions. Due to that, they are more emotionally strained because of the proximity and contact with the suffering of the other\(^8\). Because this is a complex theme and due to the nurses role in health teams, maybe this is one of the categories that have been most sensitive to the interest of curriculum changes to deepen the ethical debate involving autonomy, the ADW, and its strands, besides themes involving terminality and its relation with culture, health, disease, and death.
CONCLUSION

From the speeches of participants, it was possible to identify the challenges that nurses foresee about the applicability of ADW in their practices. We noted that nurses do not know much about ADW, and this lack of awareness reflects the reality that affects not only these professionals to whom death is still a taboo, but the autonomy of patients also have little stimuli, and the technicism prevails on labor activities.

Within the identified challenges, the fear to face legal processes in virtue of the absence of legislation for the ADW was expressive in participant’s speeches. We note there the importance of nurses to feel safe so advances related to the health-patient professional relationship can be consolidated.

One way to favor the safety of these professionals would be the information. The fact that professionals described the need for training and to braden discussions about terminality suggests a primordial deeper approach to the theme starting since academic training. The ethical training based on values is needed to sustain a safer performance, to respect and promote the autonomy exercise of people in need of care and also, to stimulate legislative changes.
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